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My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 1361: Giving Warmth 

When Chi Yang saw this, his eyes darkened and he held back his words. 

After the two little buns delivered their gifts, the Nangong family's young masters could not wait to 

deliver their gifts as well. 

"It's not the Lunar New Year yet!" Nuannuan looked at the pile of presents in her arms and felt very 

happy. This was the first time in her life that she had received a New Year's gift from her family. 

"This is not a New Year's gift. This is a gift to congratulate you on winning the competition," Nangong Jin, 

the eldest, explained with a smile. The five imposing-looking older brothers also chuckled happily. 

Feeling the sincere blessings from her family and seeing how happy they were for her even though she 

was the one who won the competition, Nuannuan felt warm inside. 

The next day was Lunar New Year's Eve. 

The smell of New Year was especially strong in Emperor District. Every family had been busy since 

morning, all for the New Year's Eve dinner. 

Other than the old butler, the Chi family's servants all had family members. So, early in the morning, 

after the old master gave the servants a red packet each for the New Year, everyone left happily after 

paying their respects to the Chi family. 

The Nangong family and the Chi family were naturally celebrating the new year together, so Second 

Uncle Chi and Second Uncle Nangong started to get busy early in the morning. 

Nuannuan rolled around in bed, waiting for the bathroom door to open as she scrolled through the 

news on her phone. 

When she was nearly done and about to turn it off when she saw a piece of news that came in the form 

of a tiny link. 

[This is the reason why a rich girl turned into a murderer!!!] 

This was a typical news article used to clickbait old people to press on it out of curiosity, but Nuannuan 

still clicked on it out of habit to check if someone had died. 

After clicking on it, Nuannuan was surprised to see someone she knew and was quite familiar with. 

At that moment, Chi Yang walked out of the bathroom with only a towel wrapped around his lower 

body, leaving his upper body bare. With his perfect body, smooth lines, and handsome face, he looked 

like a demon that had absorbed the moonlight. 

Looking at the soft girl curled up as obedient as a kitten on his bed, Chi Yang leaned over and kissed her 

lips. 

"I'm going to the special forces. What about you? Do you want to come with me?" 
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Nuannuan paused. "Didn't you say that you can skip heading to the special forces today since it's the 

holiday?" 

"I should go and take a look anyway. After all, there are still many soldiers left behind to stand guard." 

Nuannuan smiled. "The commander is so nice." 

Chi Yang smiled and pulled the girl's face that was still bouncing with collagen. He kissed her again. 

"Then, Mrs. Commander, do you want to come with me?" 

Nuannuan thought for a moment. "How long will it take for you to come back?" 

"Around two or three in the afternoon." 

"Then, I won't be going. I need to pick a present for people at home in the morning." 

Chi Yang nodded. "Okay." Then, he kissed Nuannuan. 

Nuannuan watched as Chi Yang took off the towel and put on his clothes slowly until he completed his 

military outfit. As he hooked on the last button on his shirt, Chi Yang transformed from a seductive 

beautiful man into a handsome, untouchable god. Nuannuan's eyes seemed to be filled with stars. 

After Chi Yang left, Nuannuan left with Aiden and Selina. Dan Qi insisted on staying at the Chi residence 

to watch dramas, so she did not invite him. 

Upon arriving at Northgate Prison, Aiden and Selina were both slightly stunned. 

"Boss, why did you come to the prison during the holidays? To send warmth?" 

"Uh-huh." Nuannuan said to Aiden and Selina, "Wait for me in the car. I'm going in to visit someone." 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 1362: Prison Visit 

Nangong Nuannuan arrived at the entrance of the prison and was stopped by the prison guards. 

"What are you here for?" 

"Prison visit." 

"There are no prison visits today. You can come back at the right time," the prison guard answered 

emotionlessly. 

Nangong Nuannuan took out the pass given to her by the Nangong family. Although she did not know if 

it was useful, her grandfather had given it to her after all. He said that with this, it would be more 

convenient for her to move around in places related to the military. 

The prison guard's austere expression froze when he saw the advanced clearance pass in Nuannuan's 

hand. 

He gave Nuannuan an immediate bow and personally led her in. 

After passing through the gates, the prison guard immediately contacted the warden to tell him that 

someone had come in with an advanced pass. 
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This clearance pass could only be obtained by a commander with special status in the military base, so 

the warden did not dare to be negligent and jogged out immediately. 

"Madam, you are…" 

"My name is Nangong Nuannuan. I'm here to visit a criminal named Jiang Shuwan." 

There was only one family with a surname like Nangong in the entire Camino. It was a very recognizable 

surname. Upon hearing that the person was actually the Nangong family's young miss, the warden 

immediately cleared things up for her. 

"Sure, sure. Please follow me to the conference room. I'll bring Jiang Shuwan here later." 

Nuannuan nodded. "Thank you." 

"You're too kind, Miss Nangong." 

Nangong Nuannuan waited in the meeting room for five minutes before the door opened up once more. 

Nuannuan immediately turned to look at the door. 

Jiang Shuwan used to dress herself up in all sorts of glamorous ways daily. Since she went through 

multiple plastic surgeries, she looked like she was in her early thirties even though she was already in 

her forties. However, after not seeing her for a full month, none of her previous glam remained. 

Her hair streaked with white, prisoner's uniform, dry lips, and mottled cheeks made her look like she 

was in her fifties. 

Nangong Nuannuan was amazed by how old Jiang Shuwan looked. 

"It's only been a month, and you've already turned yourself into this mess. Just think about how I got 

locked up in prison for a month for your daughter. You even got a prison officer to kill me. Even so, I 

looked much better than you are right now when I came out." 

Jiang Shuwan knew that Nangong Nuannuan was here, and she knew that nothing good would ensue. 

She also understood that this woman was here to gloat at her. 

Therefore, despite knowing that Nangong Nuannuan had regained her identity, Jiang Shuwan was not 

going to treat Nangong Nuannuan nicely. 

Initially, she was sentenced to a death sentence with reprieve. Later, she remained out of trouble and 

that changed her sentence to life imprisonment. To put it bluntly, this woman wanted to torture Jiang 

Shuwan by letting her spend the rest of her life in prison until her death. 

"Zhong Nuannuan, you shameless b*tch. You're just like your mother, a b*tch who steals other people's 

men. Don't even think about making me beg you. Let me tell you, the best choice I've ever made in my 

life was to kill your mother and take over her inheritance. If I had another chance, I'd do the same. At 

least, I relied on her money to survive those beautiful 17 years and let my daughter become the young 

lady of the Gu family. I'm happy even if I'll have to spend the rest of my life in prison. Hahaha…" 

Looking at the remorseless Jiang Shuwan, the prison guard was about to beat her into submission, but 

Nangong Nuannuan stopped her. 



My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 1363: Enmity 

"You should wait outside the door. I'd like to speak to her alone." 

The prison guard thought for a moment and immediately replied, "Yes, Miss. Please summon me 

instantly if there's anything." 

"Okay." Nangong Nuannuan revealed a warm smile, which made the prison guard like her even more. 

After waiting for the prison guard to be gone, Jiang Shuwan sneered. "Zhong Nuannuan, you've ruined 

me. Why do you have to come over personally to make fun of me now that you have such a precious 

status? Don't you think that's low, even for you?" 

A small smile appeared on Nangong Nuannuan's face. "It's a little low-class, and that's why I've never 

visited you even after you've been arrested for so long. However… I saw a piece of news today, and I 

assume you might want to see it. No matter what, you've been wearing my mother's hat for so long. If I 

got hold of the news that I know you'd want to know, I should at least allow you the right to know." 

Jiang Shuwan frowned a little. After digesting what Zhong Nuannuan said, an image of Zhong Qianqian 

flashed across her mind and her expression transformed into a sinister and loathful one. 

"Zhong Nuannuan, you've already gotten the man you want and the identity you want. Qianqian doesn't 

know anything. I'm the mastermind behind all that, so I advise you not to touch her. She's your half-

sister after all." 

Hearing this, Nangong Nuannuan smiled wider. 

"Jiang Shuwan, I've never been able to understand how your brain works. After what you've done to my 

mother and me, you're playing the family card with me now? Are you crazy?" 

"I'm not playing the family card with you. I'm threatening you!" Jiang Shuwan said, "If you dare do 

anything to Qianqian, I won't let you off even if I become a ghost!" 

Jiang Shuwan's eyes were wide open, and her eyes were bloodshot. Accompanied by her chapped lips 

and aged look, she did look rather terrifying. 

However… 

"Hehe, I wasn't afraid of you when you're human. So... What makes you think that I'd be scared of you 

after you become a ghost?" 

Jiang Shuwan was struck dumb for a second. Was this woman not afraid of ghosts? 

Nangong Nuannuan said with piqued interest, "Will you believe me if I say that the second you turn into 

a ghost, I'd immediately invite a ghost catcher over? I heard that ghost catchers can store malicious 

ghosts in a container, and then I'd make sure that you could see how happy I'd be from inside the 

container every day. How about that? Are you interested in giving it a try?" 

Jiang Shuwan, "…" 
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Talking to this woman who never played her cards in a normal sequence but could kill you the moment 

she played her cards reminded Jiang Shuwan how much she did not want to speak to Zhong Nuannuan. 

"Did you come here today to chitchat with me? Didn't you say you have news for me?" 

Still smiling, Nangong Nuannuan replied, "No rush, no rush. Before I show you the news, don't you want 

to know how Zhong Qianqian's doing recently?" 

Jiang Shuwan truly loved her daughter, Zhong Qianqian. Therefore, when she heard Zhong Nuannuan 

mention Zhong Qianqian, she clenched her fists. Her face was suddenly anxious while her voice 

trembled involuntarily. 

"You evil woman, what did you do to my Qianqian?" 

"Hey, don't just throw the blame on me like that! Just like you said, Zhong Qianqian is my half-sister 

after all. I don't have any reason to let Zhong Qianqian bear the consequences of your mistakes, right?" 

Jiang Shuwan felt slightly better after hearing that. 

"However…" 

As she heard the twist in Nangong Nuannuan's words, Jiang Shuwan felt nervous again. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 1364: Demon 

"Although I didn't do anything to her, your wonderful son-in-law is cruel beyond what is acceptable to 

normal people. Did you know that when the Nangong family held the press conference to acknowledge 

me as their family, Zhong Qianqian was already pregnant with Gu Mingzhe's child?" 

Jiang Shuwan, "...!!!" 

"Then? How is Qianqian now? What did Gu Mingzhe do to Qianqian?" 

"At the time, Zhong Qianqian ran back to Jiang District and tried to claim the hundred million bucks that 

my mother left behind before running away. Unfortunately, I discovered her plans and stopped her…" 

"Zhong Nuannuan, you b*tch!" roared Jiang Shuwan slammed the table furiously. 

"Jiang Shuwan, can you switch up your vocabulary? You stole my mother's inheritance and called me a 

b*tch? Well, what I did was stop the RS Bank employee from transferring money just as she was about 

to get the money, but I didn't do anything to hurt her! I even did her a favor and reminded her that she 

was pregnant. You have no idea how happy she was at that time. 

"I didn't even tell her that the baby in her stomach was unstable before she ran away. After she ran back 

to the Gu family, she wanted the Gu family to bring her in because of the child. Tsk tsk, do you know 

how far the Gu family went? In the minus-ten degree celsius winter, they let a pregnant woman stand 

outside for a long time. When they finally opened the door, they poured hot water on her. That person 

who used to call Zhong Qianqian her sister… Oh, Huang Yuhan. She hit Zhong Qianqian with a basin and 

yelled at her. Zhong Qianqian fell to the ground, clutching her stomach, and begged Gu Mingzhe to help 
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her. At the same time, she accused Huang Yuhan of hurting his child, but Gu Mingzhe lifted a leg and 

kicked her stomach instead…" 

"Argh! I don't want to hear it! I don't want to hear it— You're lying! Zhong Nuannuan, you b*tch, you're 

lying to me!" 

"Why would I lie to you?" Nangong Nuannuan smiled and said, "After all, we're half-sisters from the 

same father. My blood flows in her body too. It's a pity that the father kicked his child to death before 

the child could even take form. The Gu family even issued a statement to end their marriage unilaterally. 

You must know that it was something that the Gu family would do." 

"Zhong. Nuan. Nuan!" Jiang Shuwan gritted her teeth. How she wished she could skin Nangong 

Nuannuan alive right now. This woman! Everything that happened to Qianqian was because of her! 

However, her fierceness could not trigger the slightest fear in Nangong Nuannuan. 

"Zhong Qianqian never had enough brain cells to go around anyway but she loved to think that she was 

the smartest person in the world, even though reality had proven that she was as dumb as a pig. 

Therefore, without the Gu family's protection, she could only become a prostitute and latch herself onto 

a rich man. She had such bad luck that the rich man she found was a pervert, and he tortured her until 

she was riddled with holes." 

Jiang Shuwan bit her lips until they were bleeding, and she clenched her fingernails into her palms. Even 

though anger nearly seeped out of her face, she still had to listen to everything Nangong Nuannuan said. 

"At this time, I thought that as her younger sister, I should at least help her, so I gave her the option to 

livestream herself eating poop. As long as she ate three catties of shit, I'd let Gu Group go, thus leading 

to Gu Mingzhe letting her go. Guess what happened? She cried and ate all the shit. What a talent!" 

"Zhong Nuannuan, you demon! Demon! You demon! I'm going to kill you!" 

Jiang Shuwan pounced on Nangong Nuannuan the moment she screamed. 

Forget about the handcuffs on her hands, even if Jiang Shuwan was not cuffed, a hundred Jiang Shuwan 

would fail to defeat Nangong Nuannuan when it came to a fight. 

Nangong Nuannuan raised her leg and leaned the table forward, blocking Jiang Shuwan. With that, Jiang 

Shuwan could not even get close to Nangong Nuannuan. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 1365: Zhong Qianqian's End 

Seeing that, the prison guard ran in to stop Jiang Shuwan, while Nangong Nuannuan stood up, bored, 

and threw a piece of paper to Jiang Shuwan. She printed the news on the piece of paper. 

"Jiang Shuwan, the heavens are always watching and karma's a b*tch. It's ridiculous that you would say 

something like you'd kill my mother with Zhong Kuijun all over again if you could. Do you know that 

everything you've done has been repaid by your beloved daughter? Now, let your daughter apologize to 

my mother in your place. Meanwhile, you can enjoy prison to the maximum! Happy New Year, 

Stepmom!" 
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With that, Nangong Nuannuan left without looking back. 

Jiang Shuwan desperately tried to reach the printed newspaper, but the prison guard only let her go 

after Nangong Nuannuan left. 

Jiang Shuwan picked it up hastily and read the headline. 

[This is the reason why a rich girl turned into a murderer!!!] 

Her eyes moved frantically downward to see the image of a corpse lying on the ground. Her eyes were 

open and her body was covered in blood. The person lying alone on the ground was her daughter! 

Jiang Shuwan felt like she had been struck by lightning. Her ears rang instantly as her eyes fleeted over 

to the content. 

The news wrote that two girls who were once famous socialites from Jiang District fought on the streets, 

and one of them killed the other. 

The person who was killed was her daughter, Zhong Qianqian. 

Meanwhile, the murderer was… 

Ye Mengxi! 

Jiang Shuwan never expected that her daughter would die in Ye Mengxi's hands. After reading the news 

in detail that Jiang Shuwan found out it was related to the incident when Zhong Qianqian posted a 

Weibo post about her engagement when they were still in school. However, Ye Mengxi registered a 

smurf Weibo account with the name, YouAreAB*tch to defame Zhong Nuannuan. 

At that time, they thought that Zhong Nuannuan was the culprit and scolded her through the phone. 

In the end, the police dug up the information on the ID and found Ye Mengxi on the spot. 

Zhong Qianqian and Ye Mengxi got into a fight at school. Zhong Qianqian then posted a video of Ye 

Mengxi's father and aunt having sex together. 

Ye Mengxi's happy family fell apart instantly, and Zhong Qianqian added fuel to the fire, making Gu 

Mingzhe destroy the Ye family. 

After the Ye family lost everything, Ye Mengxi went from a wealthy socialite to a dropout bar girl 

overnight. 

It was all Zhong Qianqian's fault that she ended up like this. 

Therefore, when she saw Zhong Qianqian wandering around Jiang District and picking up clients who 

were supposed to be Ye Mengxi's, Ye Mengxi lost her temper and got into a fight with Zhong Qianqian. 

However, due to her hatred, Ye Mengxi took out the dagger hidden in her clothes and stabbed Zhong 

Qianqian more than 30 times. That destroyed Zhong Qianqian's entire body into mush. 

Although Ye Mengxi was ultimately sentenced to death, Zhong Qianqian had also died miserably. 



Jiang Shuwan stared at the news in shock. Dazed, she stared at the girl with horrified eyes above a body 

so skinny she looked disfigured. 

This… 

This was her precious baby! 

Jiang Shuwan's love for Zhong Qianqian was undeniably real. Otherwise, she would not have forced 

Zhong Kuijun to sign the consent form to transfer Zhong Nuannuan's bone marrow when Zhong 

Qianqian got leukemia. After all, she already knew that Zhong Nuannuan was their golden goose at that 

time. 

What they were not aware of, back then, was that once the bone marrow transplant was successful, 

Qianqian would have Nangong Nuannuan's DNA. 

Jiang Shuwan was a greedy woman. Yet, she would rather give everything up—including every single 

cent—just to exchange Nangong Nuannuan's life for Zhong Qianqian's. That just went on to show how 

great her love for Zhong Qianqian was. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 1366: A Terrible Death 

Now, not only was Nangong Nuannuan safe and sound, but she had also become a top socialite in 

Camino. Meanwhile, Jiang Shuwan's beloved Qianqian suffered so much inhumane abuse and was even 

killed after losing so much weight. 

How could Jiang Shuwan accept that? 

Jiang Shuwan was furious that blood nearly flowed out of her eyes. She screamed at the top of her lungs 

that she wanted to kill Nangong Nuannuan and made sure that Nangong Nuannuan would never live a 

peaceful life ever again. 

However, her hands were cuffed, and she no longer had the right to freedom. How could she give 

Nangong Nuannuan a horrible death? 

Jiang Shuwan yelled Zhong Qianqian's name at the top of her lungs while cursing Nangong Nuannuan 

with the most malicious profanities she knew. 

However… 

If cursing someone worked, there probably would not be a lot of people left in this world. 

Initially, Nangong Nuannuan had long forgotten a minor character like Jiang Shuwan, but she never 

expected to see news of Zhong Qianqian's murder. Only then did she recall that someone like Jiang 

Shuwan deserved more than just rotting in prison peacefully. 

Up until Jiang Shuwan was arrested and sentenced to death, Nangong Nuannuan had never wondered 

about her. After her brief visit today, Nangong Nuannuan confirmed that the woman did not show any 

remorse at all. Moreover, she still thought that her precious Zhong Qianqian had already become the 

young lady of the Gu family. 
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Although Nangong Nuannuan did not know how sad Jiang Shuwan would be when she read the news, 

recalling how persistent Jiang Shuwan was in sacrificing Nuannuan's inheritance just to save Zhong 

Qianqian, Nuannuan assumed that it would give Jiang Shuwan a huge blow. 

Walking out of the prison, the sun shone brightly. The streets and trees were covered in a sheen of 

beautiful silver. 

"Boss, is it done?" 

"Mmhmm." 

Nangong Nuannuan was in a good mood now. 

"Boss, what should we do now?" 

"Let's go and see where the Imperial Phoenix Group is located before going to Tianheng Holdings for gift 

shopping." 

"Alrighty." 

Imperial Phoenix Group was located on the most luxurious commercial street in the entire Emperor 

District. This street was the main road that stretched across the entire Emperor District. On both sides of 

the road were well-known enterprises. 

Meanwhile, Imperial Phoenix chose the centermost skyscraper, which was referred to as the main 

building. 

All of the 77 floors in the entire building were occupied by Imperial Phoenix Group—the only company 

operating in this building. 

The industries that Imperial Phoenix was involved in included quarries, mines, riverbeds, and other 

explosive industries. Military, technology, pharmaceuticals, and other technical industries were also 

included. Other than that, Imperial Phoenix also owned department stores, film, hotels, and other 

service industries. 

It had expanded into nearly all industries that could make money. 

Therefore, even though this building with 77 floors looked spectacular, it could not house all the 

employees of Imperial Phoenix Group. 

Nangong Nuannuan looked at the tall building and asked with a frown, "Why is there only one building?" 

My dear sister! 

Aiden looked at his troublesome sister with a bitter expression and explained, "Boss, this building is 

already the best in this area. There's only one. I had to expend a great deal of effort to make all the 

companies here move away within two days. Look at the surrounding commercial buildings. Which one 

of them is more stylish than this building?" 

"But one building isn't enough! How can the employees of Imperial Phoenix Group compromise and 

work in small cubicles?" 



"Boss, this place is one of the most important areas in Emperor District, and this building is the most 

iconic in this area. That's the reason I moved the headquarters for Imperial Phoenix Group here so that 

we can settle here. However, this is the reception storefront. The real executive departments, as well as 

the offices and factories with various industrial chains, are all located at the industrial zone thirty 

minutes away from here." 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 1367: What Is Money For? 

"Since many international superstars are connected to Imperial Phoenix Film Industry, they will often 

come here too. Thus, I've chosen another location so that they can be separated from the 

headquarters." 

Nangong Nuannuan glanced at the buildings on both sides of the main building. They looked completely 

different from the main building. The more she looked at them, the more she disliked them. Finally, she 

said, "This building, this building, that building, and that building. Think of a way to persuade the owners 

of these four buildings into demolition. We'll purchase the land and build four secondary buildings. 

Then, we'll rebuild the surrounding area. Wouldn't that be awesome?" 

After saying that, Nuannuan even gave the main building a glance of disdain. "This building looks fine, 

but to say that it's a landmark in Emperor District is a little far-fetched. Since we're going to make it a 

landmark, we must make sure it looks the part." 

Aiden, "… Yes!!!" 

He had always known that Boss was a domineering person. Other department stores would only occupy 

one building, but her department store must be the size of a small town. The land space it occupied 

would terrify anyone. 

Therefore, whenever she dictated such an extra request, as the vice-president, Aiden could only agree 

because this was indeed something his boss liked to do. 

"Then, I'll go talk to someone about the demolition tomorrow. These two buildings and the main 

building were recently built, so it might be more expensive to demolish them." 

Nangong Nuannuan waved her hand in dismissal. "What is money for anyway?" 

"To be spent!" Selina, who had not said anything, butted in immediately. 

Nangong Nuannuan gave her an appreciative look. 

"Hear that? We must use the money that we've earned. Otherwise, what's the point of keeping them?" 

Selina continued to speak as though she knew what she was talking about, "That's right. It's just a few 

buildings to be demolished and rebuilt. That amount of expenditure won't even be a dent in our Boss' 

wallet!" 

Aiden, "…" 
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Fortunately, Imperial Phoenix Group had always been under the management of Big Bro, Big Sis Yue, 

and Aiden. If it had been managed by Boss and Selina, they would have lost everything sooner or later 

no matter how much money they earned. 

Boss only knew ways to earn money. In terms of management, she was a complete amateur. 

Since the internal relocation to the main building had just been completed, there were still some 

changes to be made to the outer walls and internal planning to be carried out. Nangong Nuannuan was 

a complete layman when it came to this aspect. As such, she did not participate. She had complete trust 

in Aiden's ability when it came to management. 

"By the way, how's Leng Qirui doing with his online operation?" 

"We already have a preliminary structure, but there are still many voices of dissent within the company. 

After all, this is something hard to achieve, and they've been operating at a loss since this plan started." 

"Selina, ask your Young Brother Leng if he needs our money. If he does, we'll invest immediately." 

"Boss, you're the best! You even want to help my Young Brother Leng!" Selina giggled and agreed. 

Aiden never expect his Boss, who never had any talent in business management, to interfere in this 

matter. "Boss, do you have high hopes for Lil Rui's idea?" 

"It's more than that! I'm telling you now—whatever amount he lacks, we'll invest." After all, online sales 

and logistics would become a huge chunk of meat that everyone wanted a bite of in the future. The 

losses they faced right now would pave the way for the massive profit they would gain. 

Aiden nodded. "Fine, I'll talk to him about this matter. The Leng Group isn't short of money, but the 

higher admins rely on the company's performance for a living. If the company makes less profit, it'll 

affect their income for sure." 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 1368: Uncontested 

"So, even if Lil Rui has already made the necessary arrangements for this and obtained the agreement 

from his subordinates, they're still finding all sorts of excuses in private to try and delay this project." 

Nangong Nuannuan nodded. "Right on time, then. Tell Leng Qirui about this and see if he'll welcome our 

participation." 

"If Lil Rui knows that you're willing to join, he'll definitely agree," Aiden said as Leng Qirui's elder brother 

would. 

After checking out Imperial Phoenix's headquarters, the group went to Tianheng Holdings. 

In the early days, when stricter rules on mineral management had yet to be implemented in various 

countries, Nuannuan used her supernatural ability to buy mines, riverbeds, and rare resources from all 

over the world, hence accumulating a large amount of wealth. As they were all mercenaries, the first 

thing they did together was research and sell weapons. 
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Aiden was a top-notch mechanic. Before KE's destruction, many mercenaries wanted to make money 

too. Hence, Aiden joined hands with a group of mechanics, who were extremely talented in weapons, to 

research and develop many weapons. 

Their weapon sales could be said to be a huge profit in every country and organization around the 

world. However, high profits also came with high risks. Although it was legal to sell weapons in Sab, 

many countries had explicitly prohibited private purchases. Anyone who were found breaching this law 

would be punished. 

Then again, what kind of people were Feng Shengxuan and his companions? Why would they only sell 

through the legal channels? After all, in terms of weapon sales, they could sell the weapons to private 

entities at three times the price sold to the public. 

Coincidentally, at that time, Nuannuan also asked Aiden to take the money and establish several dozens 

of Tianheng Holdings units across the world. 

Nuannuan never had a proper childhood but she yearned for her missing childhood so much that she 

turned what was supposed to be a department store into a kingdom of fairytales brought to life in 

dreamy colors. Therefore, after Tianheng Holdings made its entrance, they made huge profits instantly. 

As a result, Tianheng Holdings now became a place that could turn darkness into daylight. 

After that, no matter how many businesses were under Imperial Phoenix's control, Tianheng Holdings 

was never placed under Imperial Phoenix. It was the only independent existence among the countless 

businesses under Nuannuan. 

Just by relying on Tianheng Holdings, Nuannuan managed to reach the top 50 of the global richest 

people's list. 

Tianheng Holdings' business was especially good in Emperor District and Sea District, so they expanded 

into two branches in both cities. 

It was Lunar New Year's Eve today. Even the famous Tianheng Holdings would close at three o'clock in 

the afternoon, so many wealthy people came out to buy gifts in the morning. 

"Aiden, when Leng Qirui's online platform is ready, we'll start developing mediums that center on 

children's experiences and food and beverages in Camino." 

Aiden was startled. He brooded for a moment and finally understood Nangong Nuannuan's words with 

his superior business sense. 

"Boss, you're wise." 

Selina did not understand. "Why would such a high-end department store like Tianheng Holdings do 

catering? Isn't that a downgrade?" 

Aiden explained, "Once Lil Rui's online shopping platform takes off, there will definitely be a major 

industrial adjustment. Think about it, if everyone goes shopping online, will Tianheng Holdings' business 

be as good as before?" 



Selina's eyes lit up. "Our Young Brother Leng is so awesome and he can successfully snatch Tianheng 

Holdings' customers over?" 

After all, Tianheng Holdings was the world's uncontested number one department store. 
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"Lil Rui came up with a great idea; his probability of success is greater than 95%. So, to avoid Tianheng 

Holdings from being impacted, we won't just be allowing wealthy consumers in by gradually lowering 

the standards of purchase in Camino's Tianheng, but there will be more ordinary people coming in to 

enjoy the environment we provide. Being able to enjoy themselves in our experience zone the entire 

day will give us an extremely considerable source of income." 

"Focus on children's experiences," Nangong Nuannuan reminded Aiden. 

"Yes." Aiden nodded before narrowing his eyes slightly. 

Nangong Nuannuan noticed that Aiden was scrutinizing her and asked, "Why are you looking at me like 

that?" 

"Boss, I realized something." 

"What?" 

"In the past, I thought you had no talent in business management. Yet now, I realize that your talent in 

business management is extraordinary. How about… why don't you come to the company and learn 

management from me?" 

"Get lost!" 

She was the one earning money, yet they still wanted her in management. Hurk hurk hurk, Nangong 

Nuannuan would ignore them! 

Nuannuan dragged Aiden and Selina along as they visited various shops in Tianheng to buy gifts for her 

family. When the employees in those shops met their boss, they all received her with the greatest 

enthusiasm. 

They visited the last shop and were about to leave when a group of people walked into the store with 

workers' passes dangling on their necks. 

The staff did not understand what was going on and went forward to receive them politely. However, 

the leader of the group was not being polite at all. 

"Get your chairman here." 

They asked for the chairman the second they opened their mouths. The manager who was waiting on 

the boss—as she purchased some clothing from the shop—frowned slightly before heading out first. 

"Sir, may I know who you are? What business do you have with our chairman?" 

"What business do we have?" The leader sneered. "Who are you?" 
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"I am the manager of this store, Vivi's Children's Clothing." 

"You're just a manager. Do you even have the right to deal with the matters I'm about to tell you for 

your company?" 

The manager smiled. "Sir, although I can't handle it immediately, I'll submit your suggestions and ideas 

to our executive officer immediately." 

"Don't give me trash. Summon your Nangong Nuannuan now. Don't you ever think that all of you can be 

high and mighty just because you have the Nangong family backing you up. Our Camino is a country 

governed by laws." 

Nangong Nuannuan, who became a lawless citizen out of nowhere, "…" 

"Sir, Nangong Nuannuan is our chairman. She doesn't usually handle trivial matters, so if you may voice 

your concerns to me and I will pass it on to our vice-president." 

"I already said I want to see Nangong Nuannuan. Hurry up and call her. Don't dawdle." 

The manager's robotic smile continued to sit on his face. "I'm sorry, sir. I'm afraid we can't do that." 

"Can't do it?" The person did not get angry; he smirked. "If you can't do it, then don't blame us for 

causing trouble." 

After saying that, he instructed his subordinates, "Ask the city building inspectors to seal up Tianheng 

Holdings." 

Nangong Nuannuan, Aiden, and Selina all blinked in a daze. 

Ask the city's building inspectors… to investigate and seal up Tianheng Holdings? 

What was wrong with them? 

However, it was obvious that this party had come with the intention to cause trouble. After the person 

behind him heard the order, he immediately made a call and said, "Get three truckloads of people to 

come and seal up the place." 

The manager was also dumbfounded. 

Tianheng Holdings was one of the major taxpayers in Camino, a well-known pioneer company. Even 

those government officials were friendly toward their branch's general manager. Yet, a group of city 

building inspectors wanted to come over and seal them up for further investigation? 
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Nangong Nuannuan smiled and walked up to the man. "May I ask why are you sealing up my Tianheng 

Holdings?" 

The man had already spotted Nangong Nuannuan and Selina when he entered. After all, the two women 

had such eye-catching beauty. 

However, what did this woman say? 
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Her Tianheng Holdings? 

The man was stunned for a moment. In the face of such a beautiful woman exuding such a strong aura, 

he could not help but soften his tone and discard his previous arrogance. 

"You… are the chairman of Tianheng Holdings?" 

Nangong Nuannuan cracked a small smile. "That's right, I'm Nangong Nuannuan. May I know why you're 

shutting down my shop over a verbal disagreement?" 

Under Nangong Nuannuan's forceful gaze, that person could not help but gulp down a mouthful of 

saliva. Then, he said, "Your fire protection doesn't fulfill the current standards." 

"Oh? Could I know which part of my fire protection fails to reach the current standards? Also, which 

department are you from?" 

"I'm from the subdistrict's administrative agency in the district. It's the end of the year, and we need to 

conduct a security check on the fire protection system for every building. Come and take a look for 

yourself. What kind of fire protection is this?" 

Nangong Nuannuan glanced at him and followed him out. 

"Look at this building. It's obviously made of wood, and there are so many clothes inside. It's obviously a 

flammable area, but where is your fire-fighting equipment? 

"We only saw one fire-fighting equipment located at a remote corner five hundred meters away. After 

checking it out earlier, we found out that the fire hydrant isn't connected to a water source. You're such 

a big mall, but you don't even have basic fire protection. If I don't seal your store, who will?" 

After the proprietor finished his sentence, he realized that everyone was looking at him like he was an 

idiot. 

At this moment, Aiden's phone rang. 

Aiden sneered after hearing the words from the other line. "Let them smash." 

With that, Aiden turned his gaze to the proprietor. 

"Bros, you're really fast! You just made a phone call, and you're already in the process of sealing my two 

stores in the south and north of the city. How can you be so ruthless just because you're from the 

subdistrict's administrative agency? And did I hear you saying that we broke the law? You're 

embarrassing us in front of so many customers. Are you trying to ruin our business prospects?" 

The man from the subdistrict's administrative agency glanced at Aiden with displeasure. "Who are you? 

Your chairman hasn't even spoken yet. What right do you have to speak to me?" 

"I'm the executive chairman of Tianheng Holdings, Aiden. Get that through your head." 

The man froze momentarily. 



"You claim to be an internationally-renowned company, but you don't even have the most basic fire 

protection. Isn't that a bit unreasonable? It's not that I wish to go against you and embarrass you. When 

you're done making the changes, that's when you reopen." 

Aiden said, "So, fire protection is under subdistrict's administration agency's jurisdiction, I see. I've 

learned something new today." 

The subdistrict inspector, "…" 

"You might not know this, but our fire protection has once been listed as an exemplary modal and 

praised by the district's fire department." 

The subdistrict inspector, "…" 

"I can tell you very clearly that the fire hydrant that you mentioned earlier was an obsolete one, 

therefore, it has no water. Meanwhile, there's a fire hydrant outside each of our specialty stores, just 

like the one in front of you." 

The subdistrict inspector was stunned. 

He was currently standing on a piece of lawn with a large mushroom in front of him. Aiden bent down 

and opened up the mushroom. Inside was a fire hydrant. 


